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The RSV and the Small Catechism
By GEORGE V. Sauce

I

the theological literature of The Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod it has been the practice to quote Scripture passages in
English in the form in which they appear in the King James
Version of 1611. The revision of iSSl-1885 and the revision
of 1901 in no way affected this custom. Neither achieved any
great measure of popularity. The situation appears to be somewhat different in the case of the Holy Bible, Revised Standard
Version, which appeared upon the market in 1952 under copyright
of the Division of Christian Education of the National Council
of the Churches of Christ in the United States of America. A large
number of copies of this Bible in modem English have already
been sold and are apparently being widely read. Several church
bodies have officially approved the use of this new version in their
services and in Sunday schools.
The version has also made an impact on The Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod, which, however, has thus far officially maintained
a neutral position towards the Revised Standard Version, reserving
final judgment for the time when a careful and detailed examination would clearly reveal its advantages and shortcomings.
Some of the latter have already been noted in the literature of our
church, but the hope has also been expressed that a later edition
might correct these.
In spite of the vast sale which the Revised Standard Version
has enjoyed, it is still too early to predict with any degree of
certainty to what extent this modern translation may ultimately
displace the King James Version in the Protestant churches of
North America. It took the King James Version more than half
a century to gain general acceptance, and the RSV may have
N
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a similar experience. But the possibility must be reckoned with:
that the RSV may become the English Bible of the future, at least
in the United States.
If the RSV should become the popular Scripture met of the
future, one of the religious tcXtbooks which would be affeam is
our synodical Cateehism. In the course of time this brief cextbook
of Christian doctrine has undergone several revisions. The one in
Synod-wide use at present was copyrighted by Concordia Publishing
House in 1943. The problem which may face our church is,
To what extent does the RSV, in respect to both language aod
doctrine, lend itself for use in the Catechism? It is the purpose
of this article to answer this question and to appraise the RSV's
adequacy-or inadequacy-for imparting the truths of Oiristian.ity in simple and clear fashion.
The 6.m part of our synodical Cateehism, Luther's enchiridioo,
includes Section I, the Six Chief Parts; Section II, a number of
pmyers; Section III, the Table of Duties; and finally Section IV,
Christian Questions with Their Answers. In all of these there either
appear Scripture quotations, or where these are Jacking, the wording
reflects Scripture language. It is therefore natural to anticipate that,
should the RSV achieve the position of the popular Bible also in
our church body, the language of the Catechism, in order not to be
out of harmony with the dominant Scripture version, would have
to be adapted to the RSV.
THB ENCHIIUDION

Th• Tn Commtmtlmmts
In the instance of the First Chief Part, the Ten Commandments,
the adaptation of the Cateehism to the RSV would mean very little
change apart from a modernizing of the language, such as replacing
"thou shalt'' by "you shall"; "thy" and "thine" by "you" and "your";
'"diem that" by "those who"; and a few other minor, immaterial
changes. In the instance of the Third Commandment the present
synodical Car:rcbism already offers a variant in which the "thou
shalt'' of Luther's Catechism is replaced by the imperative
"Remember'' found in the KJV. Luther, regardless of what the
original Hebrew may have, uniformly inuoduced each Commandment by "thou shalt," even in the Third and the Fourth Com·
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol27/iss1/14
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meodment. Furthermore, in the Tenth Commandment he summed
up the specific animals mentioned in the Hebrew original in the
word "cattle." There appears no reason why, even if rhe RSV
should come inro popular use, the language of the First Chief Part
of the Cateclusm, apart from modernizing its language, should be
altered. Perhaps the only small adjustment might be the replacement of "and" by "but" in the phrase "and showing mercy" in the
scc:tlon labeled ''The Close of the Commandments."

Tht1 Cr,ed
The section headed by "The Creed,'' while moving in Scriptural
terms, does not quote any passage verbatim. The different sections
of the Three Articles are made up of phrases and clauses such as
are gleaned from here and there in the Old and the New Testament.
At the close of the Second Article occurs the expression "the quick
and the dead." It reflects the King James wording in Aas 10:42;
2Tim.4:1; and 1 Peter4:5. In these passages the RSV uniformly
has "the living and the dead." There is no reason why our Catechism should not use the same modern terminology.
In Articles Two and Three our synodical Catechism uses the
term "Holy Ghost.'' while the RSV prefers "Holy Spirit" to designate the Third Person of the Trinity. Cf., e.g.• Matt.1:20 et al.
The practice of the KJV is t0 use "Holy Ghost" when no modifying
phrase. such as, e.g.• "of God,'' follows. Only two passages in the
New Testament seem to be exceptions, Luke 11: 13 and 1 Thess. 4:8.
Elsewhere the KJV, roo, regularly employs the noun "Spirit" to
designate the Holy Ghost. It is thus a matter of indifference
whether Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit is given the preference.

The Lord's Pr111n
In the case of the lord's Prayer the RSV, in deference to the
almost universally accepted form found in the KJV, has introduced
no change in the wording of the petitions (Matt. 6:9-13 ). Well
known, of course, is the fact that the wording of the Fifth Petition
in our synodical Catechism does not reproduce the KJV teXt, but
follows Tyndale's version. Of course, at the end the dming
doxology of the prayer is omitted in the RSV in accordance with
the conclusion reached by cext-critical research that these words
are a later addition. A rather interesting observation is that Luther
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1956
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in his explanation of the conclusion confines his remarks exclusively
to the word "Amen," taking no note of the doxology. The fact that
the RSV omits the concluding words of the usual form of the
Lord's Prayer does not necessarily mean that they should be ex•
eluded from the Catechism. The doxology expresses thoughts which
are Scriptural. Luther was aware that the closing "Amen" was not
found in the Biblical version of the lord's Prayer, and yet he gave
it a place in his Catechism ns a fitting close of the Lord's Prayer.

HoZ, B11p1ism
In the case of the Sacrament of Holy Baptism the RSV suggests
changes in the wording of our C.atechism. some of which have
merit and some of which must definitely be rejected. Among the
former may be reckoned the replacement of "teach" by "make
disciples of" in the words of the institution (Matt. 28:19, 20).
The RSV, for one thing, reproduces the Greek µaOtJuuaau more
literally than does the KJV, and, furthermore, it brings out mme
dearly the purpose of the teaching commission with which Jesus
charged His disciples.

In the same Chief Part, when dealing with the Blessings of
Baptism. our Catechism quotes Mark 16:16. Scholars are in dis-

eness,

agreement as to whether vv. 9-20 of the chapter represent the
original close or not. Arguments have been advanced against their
but these are inconclusive. The Nestle text of the
Greek New Testament prints the verses as part of the Gospel
although enclosing them in double brackets to mark them as
''Western interpolations" which are not represented in the Vatican
and Sinaitic manuscripts. This rext edition leaves it to the reader's
own judgment whether to regard the disputed verses as genuine
or not. The RSV does not reftect this moderate position but gives
expression to the conviction of the revisers by separating vv. 9-20
&om the body of the Gospel and printing them in italics at the
foot of the page with the notation, "Other rexes and versions add
as 16:9-20 the following passase." However,
view in
of the fact
that the ezistence of these verses as part of the Gospel can be
traced back to the first half of the second century, it would seem
to have been the wiser course for the RSV to follow the procalure
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of the Nestle text. In passing it may be remarked that the loss of
Mark 16:16 as a proof text would be no serious matter, since
other passages, e.g., Gal.3:26,27 and Aas2:38, point out the
blessings of Baptism.
In the quotation from Mark our Cateehism has the KJV wording
"he that believeth not shall be dnmned," while the RSV prefers
the translation "he who does not believe will be condemned."
In favor of the RSV version it may be pointed out that the Greek
verb used in this passage, according to Thayer, means "to give
judgment against, to judge worthy of punishment, to condemn."
In the KJV it is translated by ..condemn" in Rom. 8:34; Matt.
20: 18; and 1 Cor. 11: 32. Also in favor of the RSV rendering
"condemned'' is the fact that the word brings out more clearly in
modern English the idea that a judicial procedure is involved,
a meaning which was in Middle English associated also with the
simple verb "damn."
In treating of the Power of Baptism the Catechism quotes Tirus
3:5. In general the wording of this passage in the RSV is satisfactory, but the translation "renewal in the Holy Spirit" seems an
unnecessary departure from the original Greek in which the
genitive "of the Holy Spirit" appears. There may be those who
would be inclined to detect some doctrinal bias in the RSV's
uanslation, but in all fairness it should be taken into account·
that the Catechism in answering the question, "How can water
do such great things?" defines Baptism as "a gracious water of life
and a washing of regeneration in the Holy Ghost," and not "of the
Holy Ghost."
In the passage from Titus the RSV has replaced the KJV's
"according to the hope" by "in the hope.'' The Greek preposition
in the phrase is one which may denote "according to," but it
appears in such a wide variety of contexts and shades of meaning
that the RSV's translation "in the hope" cannot be faulted.
The Catechism adds to the quotation of Titus 3: 5 the sentence
from the beginning of v. 8, "This is a faithful saying." The RSV
in more modem English and, besides, in greater harmony with
the Greek, has, ''The saying is sure." This perhaps lacks the full
SOUDd of the KJV's wording. but .is clear without explanation.
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1956
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After stating the signi.6.amc:e of Baptism, the Otccbism
Rom. 6:4 o.s the source. The RSV uanslation of the passage is an
improvement in general, and particularly the use of the past a:me
"we were buried" refteas the Greek aorist more accurately.

Tht1 Offic• of tht1 Kt1ys t1nd Co,ifessio,i
The only Scripture quoted in this Chief Part is John 20:22, 23.
There is no material difference between the KJV and the RSV
uanslations though the latter in simplicity of language has the
edge on the former.

Tht1 St1cr11111ent of the AJtt1r
The words of the institution of the Lord's Supper represent

a composite from Matt. 26:26 £.; Mark 14 :22 ff.; Luke 22: 19 f.;
and 1 Cor.11 :23 ff. The RSV has relegated the closing words of
Luke 22:19 and v. 20 to a footnote on the ground that they arc
not part of the original Gospel but an insertion. This ucaunent

by the RSV seems very premature in view of the fact that the:
debate about the genuineness of these words is still raging hot and
heavy. Until a relatively recent date the conviction seemed dom·
inane among scholan that the words are not genuine. Lately, how·
opinion of experts is swinging in the opposite direction.
In general it may be said that in view of Luke 22:17 with its ref.
erence to the cup in connection with the Passover meal it is rela·
tively euy to understand how a scribe might have mistakenly
omitted the closing words of v. 19 and v. 20, while it is not so
easy to prove spurious the reference by Luke to the disuibution of
the wine at the institution of the Lord's Supper in view of the
parallel passages in Matthew, Mark, nod St. Paul. It is too early
to predict what the RSV committee may have in mind for another
edition of the RSV scheduled for 1962, but it is reasonable to
expect that, if scholarly opinion favors the inclusion of the closing
words of vv.19 and 20 into the body of the Gospel. the RSV will
follow suit. This certainly would be in harmony with the prin·
dple followed by the revisers to make use of that text of the New
Testament which seems to have the support of textual criticism.
If the RSV's translation of the four sources for the form of
institution of the Lord's Supper is accepted, practlcally the same
formula as is used m our Catechism will result
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol27/iss1/14
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Tales of D111i•s
To Bishops, P1111ors, ,1,11l Pre11chers. -The RSV translations of
1 Tun. 3: 2, 3, 4, 6 and of Tirus 1 : 9 are, in general, satisfactory and
meaningful tO the modern reader. There is, however, the one unfortunate exception 1 Tim. 3 :2, where the RSV replaces the KJV's
literal rendering "the husband of one wife" by the interpretation
"married only once." It is true that some commentators favor this
view, but the principle laid down by the Apostle in Rom. 7:2
clearly indicates that there is nothing objectionable in a second
marr.iagc after a spouse's death.

Wbtd the He11rers Ow• lo their P11110,s. -All passages appearing in this section of the Catechism a.re well rendered in the RSV.
In many instances its phrasing has a much more familiar ring for
the modern ear than bas the language of the KJV.
Of Cwil Go11•mmen1.-The RSV translation of Rom.13:1-4,
the only Scripture quoted under this heading, is good and readily
intelligible in this age.
Of S11bjec1s. -All passages quoted are well translated in the
RSV. The use of modern English clears up for the reader some
of the difficulties in the KJV.
To H,ublffllls. -Both passages are well rendered in the RSV.
To Wwes.-The RSV omits the unnecessary "own" in Eph.
5:22. The Greek required it, since without it it was possible to
understand the apostle to say that the women in general should
submit themselves to the men. Luther, too, omitted the word in
bis translation di• Weiher seitt1J
tmlerlan
Mtunnt1m. ihrm
Both
passages quoted under the heading 'To Wives" are well done in
the RSV.
To P11rm11.-In Eph.6:4, the only passage appearing at this
point, the RSV replaces the KJV translation "nurture and admonition of the Lord" by "discipline and instruetion of the Lord." There
is no objection to "discipline," but it may seem that "instruction° rendering
is a somewhat free
of a word that actually means "admonition." But when considering that the purpose of the admonishing
is u, mp the children with Christ and that this admonishing .6
done through the Word of Clirist, the RSV's "instruction" does not
sean our of line with the intended meaning. Both KJV and RSV
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1956
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retain the translation "of the lord," but Luther paraphrases me
in his Z11eh1,nuJ, Vn"""1ntmg %Nm H,rm, thus emphasiz-which
ing the goal to
discipline and instruction should lead.
To Childrn.-The uanslation of Epb. 6: 1-3 is pracdcally
identical in KJV and RSV.
To Sfffl11t1ls, Hir,tl Mm, ,mtl Bmt,loy11s.-Eph.6:5-8 is essentially the same in both KJV and RSV, but the latter's "slaves" at
the beginning of the quotation is more accurate the
than
KJV's
"servants." It is, however, a little inconsistent that the RSV lacer
on does not also speak of "slaves of Christ."
To Bmt,loy,,s.-The translation of Eph. 6:9 in the RSV expresses the same thoughts as the KJV unnslation, but in somewhat
more modem wording.
To lh• Yo,mg in G,n,,al. -The RSV's rendering of 1 Peter

enitive

5:5, 6 is satisfactory.
To Widows.-The RSV's version of 1 Tim.5:5,6 is good and
quite smooth. Possibly one may find the expression "self-indulgent"
a trifle weak. The Greek term is stronger, signifying "leading
a voluptuous or dissolute life."

To All in Cammon.-If the RSV version of Rom.13:9 is followed in the Catechism, the initial words will read, "The Com·
mandments are summed up in this sentence. • . ." This is more
intelli&1'ble to the modern reader than the KJV. The remainder
of the verse is practically identical in both versions. -The words
in the Catechism, "and persevere in prayer for all men" with a reference to 1 Tim. 2: 1, are not a quotation from the KJV but rather
a summary of the passage. The RSV's wording of the passage is
&oocf and suitable for insertion in the Catechism.
THE PllooP PASSAGES
Th• Bibl,.-The RSV renders 2 Peter 1:21, (1) and (3):
"Men moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God," omitting "holy"
for mtt-critical reasons. The adjective adds nothing essential mid
its omission does not impair the Apostle's argument. The passage
in the RSV is, if anything. even more effective than in the form
in which the KJV has it.-The RSV has no important changes
in 2 Tim. 3:15-17 (2), (6), and (8). The language is dearer
for the modem reader than mat of the KJV.-The RSV uaashttps://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol27/iss1/14
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lation of 1 Cor.2:13a (4) is superior to the KJV, both in point
of English and in closeness to the Greek original.- In John
17:17 (5); 10:35 (7); Ps.119:105 (9); John 5:39 (10); Luke
11:28 (11); 2:19 (12); John 14:23 (13), it is immaterial which
version is followed.
1""'"' ll1lll GoSfJ•l.-All passages (14)-(19) in this section
serve equally well in RSV form. In 1 John 4:9 (17) the substitution of "only" for "only begotten" has been criticized, but it
should not be overlooked that without any misgivings we use "His
only Son" in the Apostolic Creed.

Th• Tm Comm1111tlments
Gnnlll.-The RSV rendering of Rom. 2:14, 15 (20) and
(25) is very good. Incidentally, the RSV corrects the erroneous
"meanwhile" of the KJV in v.15.-Rom.13:10 (21) is identical
in RSV and KJV.
Th, Pirsl

T11bu

Th, Pirst Comm11ntlmmt.-All passages (22)-(72) in the
RSV serve well as proof passages for the respective point of docttine in coMcction with which they appear.-Rom.1:19,20 (24)
in the RSV is a very smooth translation and an improvement over
the ttanslation offered by the KJV. -The translation, ''Thou art
God," in RSV and KJV, Ps. 90:2 (29), is superior to that of the
Carrcbism, "Thou arr, God." The Hebrew accentuation supports
the rcodcring of the RSV and KJV.-In Ps.139:4 (35) the
RSV's "even before a word is on my tongue," reproduces well the
original Hebrew "for nonexistence of a word [is] on my tongue." In Deur. 32 :4 ( 40) the RSV's "a God of faithfulness" is clearer
to the English reader than the KJV's "a God of uuth."-In Ex.
34:6 (44) the RSV has the better division, "The Lord, a God
merciful and gracious," over against the KJV's, "The Lord God,
merciful and gracious." Cf. the Masorctic accents. - In John
15:26 (52) the RSV's rendering of naed1CA11w; by "Counselor"
ruber than by "Comforter" may be faulted by some, but the uansladon of the term into English represents a difficult problem. In
g,maal the word means one who is summoned or called to one's
side for the purpose of pleading a cause before a judge. The uanslatioa "Coamelcx" is therefore not out of line with the meaning
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1956
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of the word.-The uanslation of Prov. 3: 5 ( 60) is clearer in cbe
RSV for the English-speaking reader.-Mark 10:24 (62) appean
in the RSV without the words "for those who uust in riches." The
omission is based on manuscript evidence. It would be better to
replace this proof passage in the Cntcchism by 1 Tim. 6: 17; PtOT.
11 :28; or others.-The translation "to mke refuge," RSV, is closer
to the origin11l Hebrew than "to uust," KJV.
Th, S1contl Comm,md,mm1.-The proof passages (73)-(96)
serve very well in RSV form.-Ex.20:24 (76) in RSV is an
improvement over KJV.-The same holds good of 2C.Or.1:23
( 80) in respect to language and closer adherence to the Greek.The freer translation of Heb. 6:16 (83) in RSV is an aid to
a more ready understanding of the passage.-Matt. 5:33-37 (84)
in the RSV is far clearer to the modern English reader than in
the KJV.-Both l.cv.19:31 (87) and Deut.12:32 (90) in the
RSV arc improvements over KJV.-In the passage Matt.15:8
(91) RSV omits "draweth nigh unto Me with their mouth and."
following the Nestle text. This omission, however, does not impair
the usefulness of the text as a proof passage.
Th, Third. Comm11ntlmen1.-All of the passages (97)-(115)
serve their purpose equally well in the wording of the RSV.In Rom.14:6 (99) the RSV omits "and he that regardeth not the
day, to the lord he doth not regard it" on textual grounds. The
presence or absence of these words is immaterial. The English of
the RSV is far more understandable than that of the KJV. Acts2:42 (102) in the RSV is an improvement. The text appears
in the Catechism also as (109), (476), (676), (690), and
(700).-The verb "reject" in Luke 10:16 (104), RSV, reproduces the Greek better than the verb "despiseth" in KJV. The translation in Eccl. 5: 1 (107) in the RSV is better and more
easily understood than in the KJV.

Th, S1cond, T11bl1
Gnn,J.-It is immaterial whether passages (116), (117),
and (118) are used in RSV or in KJV wording.
Th, Potnlh Com,,,.,,,ltllfflt.-All the passages (119)-(127)
in the wording of the RSV are suitable as proofteXtS.-Rom.13:2
(120) is more readily undemood in the RSV teXt than in the
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol27/iss1/14
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KJV form.-In Aas5:29 (127) "we must," RSV, conveys the
meaning of the Greek more concisely than the K]V"s

exact

"we ought."
Th• P;/lh Com""""mml.-The RSV wordings of (128)

to

(140) lose nothing of the.it effectiveness as proofcexts.-Rom.
13:4 (129) is much clearer in the RSV text than in that of the
KJV.-Rom.12:19 (131) in the RSV is an improvement over
the KJV.-The RSV's translation of Matt. 5:22 (132) omits
"without cause" for teXt<ritical reasons. Luther's German version
lilcewisc omits the phrase.-The RSV's translation "slander" in
Matt.15:19 (134) is better than the KJV's "blasphemies." Blasphemy in modern English denotes an offense against God, but
in the passage the offense is obviously against fellow men. In
Eph.4:31 the KJV translates PAaacp'l')µ(a by "evil speaking." which
is better than "blasphemy," but does not express the idea as well
as "slander." -The RSV renders Matt. 5 :25 ( 138) freely in the
light of the parallel passage Luke 12:58. This procedure brings
out the meaning much more clearly than does the KJV. "In Christ," Eph.4:32 (140) in the RSV is the exact reproduction
of the Greek Iv Xelatql.
Th•Sixth Commandmcnl.-The passages (142)-(159). with
one exception, in the.it RSV wording are well suited as proofrexcs.
In a number of instances the language of the RSV is more
meaningful to the modern reader than that of the KJV, e.g.,
Matt.5:28 (146) "looks at a woman lustfully"; Eph.5:3,4
(147); 1 Perer2:ll (149); and Eph.4:29 (151). The exception
referred to is Prov. 23:31-33 (154) which has no place as
a proofrext in the study of the Sixth Commandment, since ni,?
in the context does not denote "strange women," but rather, as
the RSV has it, "strange things," e.g., hallucinations. The Hebrew
word may indeed be used of lewd women, as in Prov. 22:14. But
the context in Prov.23:31-33 deals with the befuddled state of
a person who has overindulged in wine. It would be better to
eliminate the passage from the Catechism at this place.
Th• Swm1h Commtmtlmenl.-The RSV texts of (160) to
(163) are good proohexts. but Ps.37:21 (164), though the
RSV's is better than the KJV's, does not belong here. & the
RSV indicates, the verse in its context speaks of the deterioration
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1956
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of the wicked person's economic state. He borrows, but be 6ods
himself unable to pay back what he owes and so is ruined. Bat
the righteous man. according to v. 21b. is blessed with cartbly
goods, so that be .is in a position to show compassion to othas
and give them the support they need. -Also good in their RSV
form are the passages (165)-(171). particularly (171).
Th• Bigh1h Commtmdm11n1. -All proof passages. ( 173) to
(184). included under this Commandment. in the RSV serve
well. Prov.31:8.9 (182) reproduces the sense of the Hebrew
fat better than the KJV.
Th11 Ninth Comtn1111tlmm1.-In Is.5:8 (185) the pronoun
"they" is incorrect. The RSV has corrected this to "and you are
made to dwell" ete. The RSV's translation of the entire verse is
better than that of the KJV.-All passages (185 )-(189) are
satisfaaory.
Th• Tmlb Commmulmtml.-The proof passages (190) to
(194) in their RSV form are quite satisfactory. James 1:14. IS
( 191) may be more readily intelligible in the RSV than in the KJV.
Tb11 Clos11 of 1he Comm11ndmenls.-The RSV's wording of
proof passages ( 195 )-(200) .is good.
Th• Ptll/illm.,,, of 1h11 l.Aw. -Proof passages (201 )-(208)
from the RSV serve well Very neat is the RSV's uanslation of
Phil. 3:12 (206).

Th• Pmt,os• of 1h11 Z..W.-All passages (209)-(214) iD
RSV serve their purpose.
Sin.-The RSV passages for (215 )-(233) serve their purpose
RSV's aaoslation
well.-The
of Rom.10:4 (232) is somewhat
free, but so .is Luther's "Wer an den glaubr, der ist geiecht."

I B•lin,•.-All texts (234)-(244) in RSV wording are
suitable as proof passages. Heb.11:1 (236) in the RSV is an
improvement over the KJV in point of clear English for the
present.cfay reader.-The same may be said of Ps. 37:5 (238).In Eph. 3:14 (244) the RSV omia the words "of our Lord Jesus
Oirist," for text-aitical reasons. This. however, does not impair
the value of the passage as a prooftext.
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol27/iss1/14
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GOil M.llll• M• ,n,ul All Crt111lt1ru.-The uanslations of (245)
in RSV are good. In faa, its wording of Heb. 11: 3 ( 246)
is an impiovemcnt in clearness over the KJV.
T~ Ang•ls.-All passages (248)-(260) in this section
serve well in RSV form.-In Heb.1:14 (248) and (254)
1lSV replaces "for them" by "for the sake of," which is closer
to the Greek. Luther's German has the same, ttm dor11r willon. In .Matt. 25: 31 ( 249a) the RSV omits "holy" since it is poorly
attcmd in the Greek manuscripts.-In Ps. 103:20 (252) and
(253) the KJV has the free rendering "that excel in strength";
the RSV with its "you mighty ones" adheres more closely to the
Hebrew, which has literally "mighty ones of power." - In 2 Peter
2:4 (256) the KJV has "into chains," while the RSV has "to pits,"
a1eoi~ in the Greek. The
adopting the
KJV translates the reading CJELQai~. For the Catechism it is immacerial which text is uscd.-Eph. 6:12 (257) in the RSV reproduces the Greek more closely than the KJV and, in some
respects, makes the passage better suited as a prooftext.
to (247)

better-a

MA-The passages (261)-(264) are acceptable in the
RSV. -In Gen. 5: 3 ( 265) the RSV offers the translntion "became
or•
the &thcr
instead of "begot" - an unnecess:iry change. - Ps.
17:15 (266), no matter what version's text is followed, looks like

• very poor prooftext in view of exegetical difficulties. It should
either be entirely omitted or a better passage substituted. - In its
midcring of Ps.139:14 (267) the RSV adopts a number of
arbitraiy emendations, partly based on the ancient versions, and
renders the passage entirely useless here as a prooftcXt. The KJV
follows the Hebrew text rather well and thus has the better
translation.
GOil Still Pr11sm,11s Mt1 tmd, All Crt111lttrt1s. -All passages ( 268)
to (280) in RSV wording lend themselves well as prooftcxts.
TIJ. S,eou Artielo
TIJ. N111Ms Ju,u ,n,ul Chrisl. -The RSV's uanslation of (281)
to (284) is satisfaaory.-John 3:34 (285) is a poor proof
passage aince the mcrmcnr.. both in RSV and KJV, is gcncral.
The words "unm Him," as the italics in the KJV show, arc supplied
and nor found in the original Greek. Luther's German Bible omits
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1956
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these words. The limitation of the statement to Christ is a JD&tm
of intcrpn:tation. It would be better to omit this passage from
the Catechism.- John 17:3 (286) is satisfactory in the RSV.In the case of John 3:36 (287) the KJV's rendering "be that
believeth not" is preferable to the RSV's "does not obey." According 10 Thayer, the verb which is involved bas the meaning "to
refuse or withhold belief." The RSV's translation is thus a little
weak but linguistically not an impossible one. Hence, the text
as it stands in the RSV may be used as a prooftext. -The RSV's
uanslation of 2 Tim. 1: 12 ( 288) is satisfaccory 10 make the paint
for which the passage is quoted. The latter part of the passage
differs from the KJV; the former following Luther's interpretation,
while the latter understands the µen, of the Greek as a subjective
genitive.
Th• Two N11INr•s in Chri.s1:-1n view of the criticism leveled
against the RSV that it shows a tendency to detract from the glory
of our lord, it is noteWOrthy that all passages (289)-(322),
with the single exception of Rom. 9:5 (292), in the form appear·
ing in the new version serve as prooftexts just as effectively as
those now in the Catechism from the KJV. This does not mean,
however, that in each instance the translation of an individual
passage is satisfactory in its entirety. Such cases will be noted
below.-Rom.9:5 (292) presents a problem in punctuation to
the exegete. The Greek text originally had no marks to guide
the reader. Commentaries such as Stockhardt and Hodge, to
mention but two, make what seems a conclusive argument for
the general correcmess of KJVs translation of the verse. That the
translators of the RSV were aware of the textual situation is
by their alternative rendering at the foot of the page,
indicated
"Christ, who is God over all, blessed forever." One can only wish
that they had put the words of the footnote into the body of their
text and relegated the doxology "God, who is over all, be blessed
forever" to the margin as the less acceptable translation. AJ it
stands, the text of Rom. 9:5 in ihe RSV has lost its force in a discussion of the divine names which the ScriptweS apply to Christ.
But its elimination is compensated by the substimtion of nro
passages in the RSV, Titus 2:13 and 2 Peter 1:1, texts which
unequivocally declare that Christ is God and Savior. Oddly enough.
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol27/iss1/14
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me KJV in these tw0 instances falls short of the RSV in bringing
out the true meaning of the text.-In John 1:14 (307) the RSV
bas "only" instead of "only-begotten." Reference to this rendering
of JIOYOYm'i; was made in dealing with the wording of the Second
Article in the enchlridion. The RSV in the same passage is more
accurate in its translatlon "from the Father" than the KJV with
its "of the Father." The Greek has the preposition 21:aeci in the
phrase and not the plain genitive suggested by the KJV. Luther
rq,roduces the phrase by, 110m Vat•r.-In Acts 3:15 (313) the
RSV speaks of "the Author of life," while the KJV has "Prince
of llfe." Both translations may be justified, since the noun &exriy6i;
may denote either "prince" or "author." In the latter meaning it
definitely occun in Heb. 2: 10. -The words of Ps. 49: 7, 8 ( 317)
in the RSV at first glance seem quite suitable as a prooftcxt, but
unfortunately the translation is arbitrary. Literally the Hebrew
means: "A man [anybody] surely cannot purchase back a brother;
nor can he pay his ransom [i.e., the ransom for him] to God;
and costly is the purchase price of their soul [i.e., their person]."
111 view of the contents of the entire psalm the choice of Ps. 49: 7, 8
u a proofrext at this point in the Catechism is unfortunate. The
words alone sound convincing enough, but actually they do not
support the argument.
Tl» 0/fie• of Christ.-All passages (323)-(333) are satis-

factory.
Tl» Sllflior in th• S1111, of Humiliation.-Proof passages (334)
(372) in RSV wording serve adequately in the connection in
which they appear. -Phil 2:5-8 (334) is difficult to translate.
The English in the KJV is not completely satisfact0ry. The RSV's
rmdering of v. 6 appears preferable to that of KJV. In v. 7 the
KJV'• "He made Himself of no reputation" lacks clarity and
besides is more in the nature of an interpretative paraphrase than
a translation. In general it may be granted that the English of
Phil 2:5-8 in the RSV represents an improvement over the KJV. In I.nla: 1:35 (335) the RSV replaces the KJV's unappealing
to

"holy thing" by "the child," no doubt an improvement. In the
latter pm of the verse RSV drops "of you," which, however, does
not afect the sense of the verse.-Is. 7:14 (337) in the RSV
bu the much-critimed "the young woman" instead of the SeptuaPublished by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1956
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gun's "virgin." With the added reference to Matt. 1: 18 the proper
undemanding of "the young woman" in Is. 7:14 appears fullJ
safeguarded. To insist that the use of "the young woman" in the
prophet's message in any way prejudices the virgin birth of Oirisr
seems liJce conjuring up a difficulty which does not ex.ist.-'Ibe
rendering of Is. 5 3: 3 ( 342) in the RSV is more readily intelligible
than the corresponding KJV text.-In John 19:3 (344) the
RSV adds, on manuscript evidence, "they cnme up to him." The
addition is immaterial.-Heb. 2:15 (356) ends with the statement
..were all their lifetime subject to bondage," which the RSV
reproduces more simply by "were subject to lifelong bondage." In the Mcssiaok prophecy, Gen. 3:15 (359), the RSV replaces
the ..it" by ..he." It thereby commits itself to the interpretation
that the woman's "seed" is a single definite person. - 2 Cor. 5:21
(365) is a good translation in the RSV. -Similarly Is. 53:5 (366)
is preferable to the KJV, which offers "the chastisement of our
peace." The RSV's rendering "the chastisement that made us
whole" is more readily understood. -The RSV omits Matt. 18: 11
( 368) from the body of the Gospel, and puts its translation in
a foomote. Reference to rext-critical editions shows that experrs
generally regard the verse as an interpolation. No difficulty is
created by granting the correctness of the opinion of experts on
the Greek rext, for practically the same words occur in Luke 19: 10.
In view of the doubtful genuineness of Matt. 18:11, it would be
well to substitute the passage from Luke in the Catechism. In 1 John 2:2 (370) the RSV uses ..expiation" in place of the
KJV's "propitiation." There is no objection to this. -The word
"master" in the RSV of 2Petcr2:l (372) reproduces the Greek
&1mt6nJv more accurately than "lord," KJV.
Th• Sllflior in th• Sidi• of Bx•ltation.-The RSV's uanslation
of proofrcxts (373)-(409) serves satisfactorily.-In 1 Cor.15:4
(376) the RSV reproduces the passive of the Greek rext by
"he was raised," whereas the KJV substitutes the active voice.Eph.4:10-12 (388) seems very plain in the English of the RSV.In Rev. 5:9 (404) the RSV for textual reasons omits the pronoun
''us," but from the context supplies ..men." -In the instance of
Gal. 2:20 (406) it is interesting to note that the KJV and the
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol27/iss1/14
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RSV both translate the same Greek text but separate the words
differently. Each of the two uanslations is possible, but that of
the RSV seems preferable.
Thirtl Artiel•
Th, HoZ, Ghost.-Most proof •passages in this section, (410)
(457), are satisfactory in the RSV version. Exceptions are noted
below.-Titus 3:5, (417) nnd (438), was dealt with under
Baptism in the enchiridion. -The clause "that is set on the flesh"
in the RSV's translation of Rom. 8:7 (422) seems inferior ro the
KJV's "carnal." The Apostle is referring ro the smte of the mind
and not to the object cowards which its interest is directed. The
Gmk licerally means "the mind of the flesh,'' which Luther
rranslates well by fleischlich gesinnl sein. -In the context, the
RSV's "I became your father," 1 Cor.4:15 (435 ), is better than
the KJV's "I have begotten you." -In Ps. 51: 10 ( 441) the RSV
ttanslatcs the latter part of the verse by "put a new and right
spirit
me." Since the psalm deals with the rcpcntnnt sinner
within
who seeks a rcsroration to his former relationship to God, the
change has no advanmge over the KJV's "renew a right spirit
withinme."-Similarly, in Phil.1:6 {450) the phrase in the RSV
"at the day of Jesus Christ," is inferior to the KJV's "until the
Day of Jesus Christ." The Apostle in the context is referring to
the continuing process of bringing the good work in a Christian
to completion up ro his death.

t0

Th. HoZ, Christian Ch11rcb. -Again the majority of the passaga (458)-(483) in the RSV serve adequately as prooftcXts.Luke 17:21 (461) raises the old problem of the meaning of
~ in this passage. Is it "within" or "among"? The RSV prefers
the latter, the
the former. -In Matt. 16: 18 ( 463) the RSV
interprets the Greek, "gates of Hades," ro mean "powers of death."
It is obvious that, strictly speaking, this is not a translation but
a paraphrase. -The RSV in Epb. 5: 27 ( 467) offers the passive
uaoslation "that the church might be presenred before him,"
where the Greek has the active, as the KJV has it, "that He might
present it to Himself." The RSV thus makes the church the subject
of the 1tatm1enr, while according ro the Greek it is Christ, tO
whom the church owes its existence, who presents it to Himself.

KJV
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The RSV's translation spoils the statement. -In 1 Peter 2: 5 ( 468)

the RSV translates the first verb nsimperative
an
''be built."
following Luther's lead. The KJV prefers the indicative. The faet
is that the verb form allows for either. -The translation "difficulties" which the RSV has in Rom.16:17 (482) for axciv&a1a
seems weak. Better would be something like "occasions of
stumbling" or "occasions of offense."

Th, Porgwen,ss of Sin-s.-With the exception of 2Tim.1:12
(498) all proof passages (484)-(505) in RSV form are adequate in the context in which they appear. A discussion of
2 Tim. 1: 12 is found in connection with ( 288). -The RSV shifts
the position of "power" in Rom.8:38 (499), but this is of no
consequence for the meaning.-In Acts 16:34 (503) the par·
ticipial phrase, "believing .•. ," KJV, becomes a final clause in
the RSV, "that he had believed. ..." Luther's translation is similar,
dmz er 1111 Goll glat,big gftllortlm 11111,. -The RSV's translation
of Rev. 1 :5, 6 (505) is based on a Greek text with the verb "free"
(li,aavn) and the noun "kingdom" (Paat1.dav) instead of "wash"
(louaavn) and "kings" (Paa1hi!;), respectively, KJV.

The Ru1mee1ion of 1h, Botl1.-With the exception of Job
19:25-27 (507) the proof passages (506)-(515) in RSV serve
well. -In Job 19:25-27 the first and the last verses are relatively
easy
as the similarity of the verses in the KJV and
to translate,
in the RSV may be presumed indicate.
to
V. 26 is a er11x ;,,,,,.
f,relmn. The KJV translates the first section of the verse, "and
though after my skin worms destroy this body." Although there
is no "though." "worms," or "body" in the original Hebrew,
as the italics in the printed text indicate, the tmnslation seems
to reftcct the general sense of the verse half. The RSV's uanslation
docs not diverge toO greatly from that of the KJV. An attempt
at a more literal rendering might be: "and a.fterwards, in respect
to my skin, they [i.e., the destructive forces] will have desuoyed
this [accompanied by a gesture pointing to his wretehed body,
which Job did not even consider worthy of a name]." The COil·
tinuation in the second half of the verse would be: "but ham
[out of] my Besh I shall ga2e on God." That a restoration of the
body after death is in Job's mind is clear, but unformnately the
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol27/iss1/14
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RSV spoils the thought its
by
"without my flesh." -The uansladon "lowly body," which the RSV has in Phil. 3:21 (508),
is beaer for our time than KJV's "vile body." "Vile" is today
associated with contempt, an idea foreign to the Greek "body
of lowlincss."-"Impcrisbable" in 1 Cor.15:52 (509), RSV, is
a mme adequate rendering for the modern reader than "incorruptible," this adjective having today the meaning of "impossible
to bribc."-Thc RSV's "narrow gate," in Matt. 7:13 (515),
sounds more familiar than "strait gate," KJV.
Li/11 Hwrl,mi,1g. -All proo.ftexts under this caption, ( 516) to
(528), in the RSV arc well suited. Eph. 1:3-6 (526) is an improvement over KJV so fru: as clarity is concerned.

The Lord's Prayer
Gn1r11l. -The proof passages (529)-(557 ), with the exception of (544), adequately serve also in the RSV form.-Matt. 6:7
(530) with its modern English is an improvement.-In Is.63:16
(535) the RSV, following the Masorctic accentuation, translates
"our Redeemer from of old," while the KJV links "from of old"
with the noun "name" and makes a separate sentence of the combination: 'Toy name is from everlasting." The passage is satisfaamy as a prooftext in either version. - In Phil. 4: 6 ( 538) the
R.SV's annslation "have no anxiety" is superior in our time to the
KJV's "be careful for nothing."-The RSV, in John 16:23 (544)
shifts the phrase "in my name" to make the passage read: "He
(the Father) will give it to you in my name," in accordance with
the text which Nestle has. This change renders the passage
unserviceable as a prooftext at this point. .An adequate substitute
in the RSV would be John 14:13, 14; or 15:16.-The RSV conneas James 1:6, 7 (549) with v. 8 as docs also the Nestle teXt.
This docs not impair the use of the passage as a proofrext.
Furthermore, the English of the RSV is dearer than that of the
KJV.-The translation of Matt.5:44 (551) in the RSV is based
on a shorter version of the Greek text ( cf. Nestle) without loss
of value u a prooftext. - In 1 Tim. 2: 8 ( S5 3) the RSV reproduces
the article found in the Greek, "the men," as Luther also has it,
Ji, Mbur. The KJV's "men" makes the Apostle's statement
apply in general, " 'hile he no doubt bad specific men in mind.
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Io the same passage the RSV's translation "quarreling" for
Buv.oyu,1.uri:i may be questioned. Basically the word denotes
"a thinking over" and apparently in the passage is used in the
sense of "doubting" as the KJV renders it. In Luke 24:38 rbc
RSV renders the plural of th.is same noun by ''questioned." Matt. 6:6 (554) in the RSV is a translation of a shorter form of
the Greek which appears in the Nestle edition. As a prooftext
the passage does not lose its force.
Tho lntroduclion.-At the close of 1 John 3:1 (558) the RSV,
on the basis of manuscript evidence, bas the addition "and so
we are." This has no effect on the general meaning of rhe
passage.-Rom.8:15 (559) in its first part is well rendered in
the RSV. However, the RSV with i,, <!) begins a new sentence
which then continues into vv.16 and 17. The iv <!l is thus taken
in the sense of an adverbial of time equivalent to the English
"when." However, lv <p in Mark 2: 19, Luke 5 :34, and John 5:7
clearly means "while" and is so translated in the RSV in these
passages. Similarly in Rom. 8: 15 "while" would be better than
''when." Decisive, however, against the RSV's sentence division
in Rom. 8:15 is Gal. 4:6, a parallel statement by Paul, where
the RSV correctly has: "Because you are sons, God has sent the
Spirit of His Son into our hearts, crying, 'Abba! Father!"' 1be
RSV's version of Rom. 8: 15 ff., which follows Moffatt, can hardly
be branded as contrary to the Scriptures, but it looks lilce an
inferior rendering in comparison with that offered by the KJV.
Since the passage in RSV form no longer serves at this point in
the Catechism, Gal. 4:6 of this modern version would be a fully
adequate substitute.-The RSV in Gal. 3:26 (561) understands
the words "in Oirist Jesus" adverbially with "are," while the KJV
more naturally regards them as an adjectival modifier of "faith."
Ultimately, however, the text in either version serves as a satisfactory prooftext.
Th, First P•tilion.-All passages under this beading, (562}
tO (566}, serve adequately in the RSV form.
Th, S,conJ Petilion.-Tbe same may be said of prooftexts
(567)-(572). -The nuoslation of 2 Thess. 3:1 (570) in the
RSV is quite good.
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Thi Tbirtl P,1ilion.-Proo£ passages (573)-(583) in the
RSV venion serve well. However, if the RSV text of 1 Peter 1: 5
(581) is used, the entire verse must be quoted in order to be clear.
The Carechism quotes only part of the verse.
Thi Fo11r1h P11ilion.-Proof passages (584)-(592) in the
RSV are suitable.-In 2 Thess. 3:11 (587) the KJV has ..walk
disorderly," which the RSV replaces by "living in idleness," 11 t.ranslation which fits very well int0 the context. In a similar way,
in v. 7 it reproduces the verb ,'}'t'UXTI]aaµiv by ..we were idle." ForHeb.13:16 (588) see (171).-Matt.6:33,34 (591) in the
RSV is an improvement over the KJV.-The same may be said
of Ps.127:2 (592). Cf. Luther's translation.
Tba Fi/lb Peti1io11.-All passages (593)-(598) in RSV form
a.re satisfactory.
Th, Sixth Petition. -The same holds good of proof passages
(599)-(607).-Matt.18:7 (602) is a difficult passage to translaa:. The KJV uses the noun "offenses" for axciv5aJ.a. The RSV
in a footnote states that the meaning of the word literally is
"stumbling blocks" and translates by .. temptations to sin" in 110
effort to convey the meaning of the Greek word somewhat more
clearly to the modern reader. The KJV's translation "offenses"
lacb clarity.
,.
Thi Set11n1b Pe1i1io11 -All passages (608)-(615) are satisfactoiy in the RSV rext.

Th, S11cramen1 of BapliJ1n
Tb, N11t11T1 of B11plism. -The Catechism quotes Mark 7 :4
(616) from the KJV with brackets, "except they wash [baptize],"
t0 show that Pa..-n(tew bas the general meaning "ta wash." The
RSV, however, adopts the reading 6aVT[owVTaL, "they purify themselves" (d. Nestle), so that this part of the passage no longer
serves its purpose. However, later in the same verse occurs the
noun Pa."tnCJl,lOU;, which both KJV and RSV translate by "washings." The entire contcXt speaks of washing, cf. in v. 3 v['ljlmna,,
"they wash." In view of the RSV's annslation of the latter part
of v. 4, the passage still serves adequately as a proofrext at the
point where it appears in the Cateehism. -All passages ( 617)
t0 (636) are satisfaaory as proof passages in their RSV form.Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1956
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1 Cor.4:1 (620) is clearer t0 the modern reader than in the
KJV.-In Aas2:41 (621) the RSV omirs "gladly" as does the
Nestle text. This does not affect the meaning of the passage. Eph.6:4 (622) was dealt with in the discussion of the Table of
Duties, section Ptnmls.-ln Mark 10:13-15 (625) the RSV reproduces the Greek very nicely with "were bringing" (imperfect),
and "rebuked" (aorist) . "Indignant" in the RSV well tcftectS
Jesus' reaction. Luther has m1111illig. For the somewhat ambiguous
"as a child'' the RSV substitutes "like a child."-Matt. 18:6 (627)
presentS a difficulty for the tmnslat0r. The KJV uanslates the
Greek which literally means "'causes t0 stumble" by "shall offend,"
which is subject to misunderstanding by the modern reader. The
RSV offers the translation "causes t0 sin," which conveys the
intended meaning much more clearly.
The Power of &t,tism.-The one p:issage (637) under this
caption is satisfaaory in the RSV.
The Signi/ic11nce of Bap1izing wilh W 1110,. -The smtement
made in connection with the previous section applies also to
(638)-(641).

The Office of the Koys and Confossion
Gennal.-The passages (642)-(655) are adequate as proof
passages
in the RSV. -Matt. 3 :8 ( 655) in the RSV is preferable
t0 KJV on account of itS plain, modern English.
The Office of the Ministry.-The four passages (656)-(659)
ace adequate proofrexrs in the RSV.
Ch11rch Discit,lina tmtl Bxcommsnicalio,1. - Matt. 18:15-17,
quoted under Question 2781 serves adequately in RSV form. Similarly passages (660)-(662).
Confession 1111J. AbsolNlion.-Passages (663)-(672) offer no
difficulty as prooftex:tS from the RSV.

The S11er11tM11t of 1bt1 Al111r
Gmn11l.-All passages (673)-(677) are adequate in the
RSV text.

Wh.J th• Lord!sSllflfJnls.-Passages (678)-(691) generally
serve adequately in RSV form. In the instance of 1 Cor.11:27
( 681) the RSV's translation "guilty of profaning" is an intuhttps://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol27/iss1/14
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pmation of the Gttek lvoxo;, which simply means "guilty," as
the KJV renders the word.-In Mark 14:24 (682) the RSV,
like the Nestle text, omits the adjective "new" before "covenant."
This does not materially affect the meaning of the passage. In Gal.3:15 (683) the RSV's clear and understandable modern
English is worthwhile noting.
Th, B11111fits

of th, Lord's S11pper. -Luke 22: 19, 20 ( 692) was

discussed previously in connection with the words of the institution
in the Small Catechism. the RSV translation.

Proof passage ( 693) is adequate in

S.J11t11r1 Us, of the Lord's S11ppcr. - 1 Cor. 11:281 29, quoted in
the answer tO Question 319, serves adequately in the RSV rext
fonn.-The same holds good of passages (694)-(703).-The
translation of Rom.16:17 in the RSV was discussed under proof

passage ( 482).
Co11cl111ion
The author in all humility confesses that, this study of the RSV
:uicl our synodical Catechism is by no means exhaustive and that
much more could and ought t0 be said. Nevertheless it is his hope
that the article may contribute something towards stimulating a
serious study- by our clergy and teachers of religion in general of the role which the RSV may play in teaching the truths of
Cliristianity. It seems to the writer that, even when the shortcomings of the RSV are emphasized, Dr. Pieper's dictum in his
Christlieb, Dogm111ik, l 1 419, holds good: "We face the fact that
among the generally known translations of the Bible there is not
a single one in which Ouistian docuine in all its parts does not
find expression and in which the opposing errors are not rejected."
Sr. Louis, Mo.
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